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PISCINE GLOBAL 2016 EXHIBITION  
THE LARGEST INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION FOR 

POOL AND SPA PROFESSIONALS

15 TO 18 NOVEMBER - LYON EUREXPO

Press Release

After more than 35 years in existence, Piscine 
Global, the leading international exhibition 
for the pool and spa sector, is taking place 
from 15 to 18 November 2016 at Lyon 
Eurexpo.

With 587 exhibitors participating, up 5% compared to 
the 2014 show, and 18,000 visitors expected, Piscine 
Global is considered the world’s biggest gathering 
of industry professionals. Innovation and a friendly 
atmosphere will be the key words of the 2016 exhibition, 
as it brings together all the sector’s professionals and a 
complete array of products and services.

This edition is the opportunity to reassert the strong 
partnership between Piscine Global and the French 
Federation of Pool Professionals (FPP), which was 
renewed in  2015 for three further exhibitions. This fruitful 
collaboration is a measure of the sector’s confidence in 
the show!

Piscine Global 2016 consists of 3 areas:

Offering dedicated to residential 
pools and spas for private use

Offering focusing on public pools, 
aquatic centres and wellness centres, 
hotels and outdoor accommodation

Offering geared towards pool 
surroundings and outdoor 
equipment

NOT TO BE MISSED!

The Piscine Innovations area, the Piscine 
Water Tests, the Aquafitness Festival, the 
Pool Vision competition, the thematical days, 
the Speed Meetings, the seminars, etc. 
which will also set the tempo of the four-day exhibition.

© Elisabeth RULL
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 INTERVIEW
NOÉMI PETIT, Exhibition Manager 

& GILLES MOUCHIROUD, Chairman of the French 
Federation of Pool Professionals (FPP)

15 TO 18 NOVEMBER - LYON EUREXPO

Is this year’s show already looking set to build 
on its position as the leading event drawing in 
all the sector players from both the public and 
private sector?

Noémi PETIT ___ There are several promising signs for 
the 2016 exhibition. First of all, the pool and spa market 
figures for the end of 2015 were very encouraging, and 
2016 has got off to a good start. Secondly, the high levels of 
satisfaction with the 2014 exhibition have paid off and most 
of the suppliers have already confirmed that they are coming 
back, because they can be sure that attending the show 
contributes to achieving several key points of their strategy: 
new product launch, export, team incentive, events for their 
members, products training…
Piscine Global offers an array of services tailored to these 
objectives. Between the Piscine Innovations area, the business 
meetings, the live in-pool demonstrations, the local authorities 
day, the presence of specifiers and tourism organisations and 
the hospitality services provided, everything is designed to 
meet the exhibitors’ and visitors’ needs, assist them and make 
everything convenient so they can get the most out of their 
participation. 
And last but not least, Piscine Global guarantees that they 
will be able to meet a highly representative selection of 

buyers from across the sector – such 
as builders, distributors, specifiers 

and local authorities – with 
widely varying needs relating to 
designing, building, installing, 
maintaining or renovating 
pools and spas

Gilles MOUCHIROUD ___ Since the 
third quarter of 2015 the market has 
been picking up and the environment 
is becoming more favourable. Thanks 
to the resources being deployed by the 
organiser and its close collaboration with 
all the exhibitors throughout the preparation 
period, this year’s event is all set to be a great one.

Innovation will be at the heart of the show once 
again, with special events and areas dedicated 
to this theme. Why is it so important for you to 
promote innovation through this show?

Noémi PETIT ___ A market without innovation is a market at 
risk of dying out. 
Thankfully, the pool and spa sector is creative and inventive! 
Pool manufacturers alone invest nearly 2% of their turnover in 
research and development. Spa design is also undergoing 
a transformation, with new equipment constantly emerging.
In this context, it is vital for Piscine Global to showcase the 
innovations that will shape the pools of the future. New 
products will be in the spotlight in the Piscine Innovations 
area at the show entrance, but will also feature prominently 
in the show’s communication resources and on the website.
Professionals are avid for innovation and appreciate being 
able to follow a special itinerary that will take them straight to 
the stands where products are being launched.
Lastly, Innovations trophies are awarded to the best new 
products at a special gala ceremony, culminating the show’s 
efforts to sustain the promotion of new products from one 
edition to the next.

Partner: 
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Gilles MOUCHIROUD ___
Innovation is an indicator of a sector’s vitality and ability to 
reinvent itself and adapt to the world of tomorrow in line with its 
customers’ shifting expectations. Great strides have been made 
in reducing the quantities of water and energy consumed by 
swimming pools, and the FPP sincerely hopes the sector will 
continue to improve in the area of sustainable development. 
The convenience offered by the latest pool equipment and 
automation devices is a key factor in a family’s decision to invest 
in a swimming pool. It is vital for pool fitters to keep abreast 
of the latest technologies by attending the show, in particular 
to ensure that they are compliant with the very first European 
standards applicable to family pools that came into force at the 
end of 2015 and the next round that will follow in the spring of 
2016.

You have renewed your cooperation for six years 
- in other words, for three more exhibitions. This 
exclusive partnership with Piscine Global is a big 
asset for the sector professionals. Can you tell us 
some more about it?

Gilles MOUCHIROUD ___ This partnership is an asset for the 
FPP’s members because it enables the federation to develop a 
larger number of strategic actions to benefit the profession, while 
offering members substantial advantages if they participate in the 
show! Since it is committed to developing the French market and 
pools that are “made in France” – which was overwhelmingly 
approved by the consumers who took part in the Médiascopie 
survey – the FPP has an important role to play at Piscine Global 
in promoting French know-how and the European standards that 
are so vital to develop high-quality pool products and equipment 
for the benefit of consumers. This partnership between the 
world’s leading show and Europe’s leading federation cannot 
but enhance credibility and influence for everyone.

You exported the Piscine Global concept to 
several other countries in 2012, key examples 
being Piscine Middle East and Piscine Asia. Please 
tell us more about your approach. What were the 
outcomes from these inaugural exhibitions?

Noémi PETIT ___ In 2008, the suppliers exhibiting at 
Piscine Global asked us to accompany them as they pursued 
development in a number of high-potential export destinations. 
We picked the United Arab Emirates and Singapore because 
they are countries with representative pool markets and robust 
economies where English is widely spoken.
We have been developing Piscine Middle East and Piscine Asia 
since 2012, and both shows will take place for the third time 
this year. These three shows have now been grouped together 
in a network named Piscine Global – with the aim of creating 
and harnessing synergy between the global event and its 
international spin-offs.
Our three shows are designed to boost our exhibitors’ export 
opportunities and provide them with a range of services as 
they prepare to attend a show or to visit the country: assistance 
from our international agents, organisation of business meetings 
and export itineraries, arrangement of hospitality, assistance 
with freight and transport, discussions on social networks, etc. 
All in all, we are in constant touch with 22,000 professionals 
globally, and that probably constitutes the biggest pool and spa 
network in the world.
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I. PISCINE GLOBAL 2016,  
the benchmark event that pool and spa 
professionals look forward to attending

A THRIVING AND BOOMING MARKET :  
FOCUS ON FRANCE 

Key figures
The French pool market in a nutshell:

• 2,660 specialist firms generating at least  
30% of their turnover in the pool sector

• 26,400 direct jobs

1st

2nd

MARKET IN 
EUROPE

MARKET WORLDWIDE

4 out of 
10 French 
people 
wish they had  
a pool

of which 360 BtoB 
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Main trends
AN UNDENIABLE SUCCESS:  
THE NUMBER OF POOLS HAS MULTIPLIED BY 
2.5 IN 15 YEARS

In 15 years the number of pools in France has multiplied by 
2.5, from 708,000 in 2000 to more than 1.8 million in 
2015. Millions of French people have made their dream 
come true thanks to the expertise of pool professionals in 
France.

Simultaneously, the pool enclosure business has also 
experienced significant growth. Indeed, the number of 
new enclosures installed every year in France has soared 
from 8,300 in 2003 to about 13,650 in 2015, to reach 
a total of approximately 180,000.

THE “FRENCH TOUCH” IS INCREASINGLY HELD 
IN HIGH REGARD AROUND THE WORLD

Know-how and a real “French touch” are the key to the 
success of French pools on export markets. In 2015, the 
French pool industry generated about 20% of its business 
selling equipment abroad (vs 18% in 2014).

French style, technical know-how and marketing skills 
(which have generated many innovations) appeal to 
customers outside France. This success is in particular 
due to the quality of the services provided by the main 
family-owned SMEs, which are the leading players in this 
reference market.

The countries where French firms have the most business 
are in Europe: Italy, Portugal, Spain, Benelux and Eastern 
Europe. Other more distant countries include North Africa, 
the Middle East and Asia.

OBJECTIVE 
WATER- & ENERGY-EFFICIENT POOLS

Pool professionals are mindful of the need for more 
environmentally responsible approaches, and have been 
working for many years to adapt their solutions and make 
them more energy efficient and more sustainable. Reducing 
water consumption, pursuing technical innovations and 
developing smart home systems are just a few of the 
aspects that will shape tomorrow’s water- and energy-
efficient pools.

Today’s pools are constantly being improved (less water 
consumption, smaller sizes, more energy-efficient, etc.). 
Several aspects have thus been optimised in the past few 
years and prefigure tomorrow’s pools:

• amount of water required (divided by three between 
1980 and 2015);

• controlled water consumption;

• improved water treatment (in terms of product 
composition and dosing);

•  less energy-intensive filtration systems (consumption 
divided by four between 1980 and 2015);

•  more environmentally-friendly heating systems 
(consumption divided by more than nine between 
1980 and 2015);

• less energy-intensive lighting systems.

These optimisations are likely to continue in the future, 
making it possible to design and build extremely efficient 
pools. Several areas for improvement have already 
emerged:

WATER TREATMENT
Raising pool owners’ awareness concerning the sustainable 
use of treatment products and new water treatment 
processes, and fine-tuning the automatic management of 
electrolysers and chemical dosing pumps.

FILTRATION
Improving filtration capacity and energy efficiency, 
enhancing pre-filtration systems, and developing 
automated systems.

HEATING
Improving heat pump efficiency and pool cover 
performance levels, and raising pool owners’ awareness 
concerning the use of insulated pool covers.

LIGHTING
Developing the use of LED lights with increasingly high 
performance levels.

A THRIVING AND BOOMING MARKET:  
FOCUS ON FRANCE 
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1_ EUSA study - 2014

A COMPREHENSIVE OFFERING AND REAL ADDED VALUE:  
ADDRESSING THE ISSUES INHERENT TO EACH SECTOR

©Fish House

A complete offering at the 
core of the exhibition

Piscine Global is the event pool and spa professionals 
cannot afford to miss, since it gathers together a vast array 
of products under one roof:

• more than 1000 international brands represented,
•  80 new products launched and making their world 

premiere in the Piscine Innovations area,
• The world’s leading firms in the pool and spa sector.

The exhibition is geared towards industry professionals 
but also specifiers (architects, landscapers, etc.), public 
authorities, and managers of tourism and leisure facilities.

It allows them to meet suppliers and experts capable 
of giving them advice on their development projects or 
how to manage or maintain their pools. The latest trends 
and changes in regulations are also explained through 
seminars, competitions and thematic days.

Three thematic sectors 

FOR RESIDENTIAL POOLS AND SPAS

Piscine brings together more 
than 473 exhibitors  with a 
comprehensive offering for 
developing, maintaining and 
servicing residential pools and 
spas.

FOR COMMERCIAL POOLS

There are 82,403 public and 
commercial pools1 in Europe, 
and 42 % of French campsites 
are equipped with a pool. All 
these public pools face regular 

changes in regulations with regard to hygiene, management 
of users, accessibility, environmental standards, etc. Piscine 
Global provides practical solutions for these facilities, with 
more than 266 exhibitors presenting solutions geared to 
public authorities.

FOR OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT AND POOL 
SURROUNDS 

Living Pool brings together more 
than 120 exhibitors proposing 
products for developing 
pool surrounds and outdoor 
equipment.
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SPECIFIERS’ DAY

Tending to their outdoor surroundings (garden, pool) has 
become the favourite pastime of French home owners. 
Planning a pool during the process of building a house, 
developing a garden or renovating a property is now a 
key issue for architects, builders and landscape architects. 
For this reason, two days are devoted to specifiers during 
Piscine Global, to present the sector’s latest trends and 
innovations dedicated to this market. Augmented reality, 
connected pools, LED lighting, full-spectrum infrared 
heaters, use of quartz, or even phosphorescent mosaics, 
are just some of the changes that the pool market is 
experiencing at the moment.

A hundred or so professionals will have the opportunity to 
attend seminars focusing on themes dedicated to renovating 
or developing pools, and to draw their inspiration from the 
latest trends while visiting the show. During this dedicated 
day they will be able to discover the winners of the Pool 
Vision competition, which awards prizes to the private and 
public pool projects with the most remarkable architectural 
features.

PROGRAMME FOR THURSDAY 17 NOVEMBER
9.30 am - 12.15 pm  
> Welcome coffee and seminars / round tables

12.15 pm - 7.00 pm  
> Free time to visit the exhibition 

7 pm - 9 pm  
> Pool Vision and Showroom Academy awards 
ceremony during the late-night session

  

PISCINE GLOBAL: A MEETING PLACE FOR THE ENTIRE 
INDUSTRY

Special days and seminars to address the sector’s issues:

©B-rob

Press partners:

Institutional partners:

Official partner: 

 

These special days and the Piscine Global exhibition offer an opportunity 
for architects, designers or landscapers to meet teams like ours in order 
to obtain advice as early on as possible in their projects. The exhibition 
is also a chance to discover a host of events and innovations dedicated 
to architects, designers or landscapers. For Zodiac, sponsoring the 
Specifiers’ Day enables us to get closer to the industry’s professionals 
and provide them with solutions in terms of both products and services 
alike.  
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TOURISM AND LEISURE FACILITIES’ DAYS

For the 2016 edition, Piscine Global has decided to 
dedicate a special day to managers of facilities such as 
hotels, camp sites and leisure centres. On Thursday 17 
November, it will address the issues inherent to equipping, 
managing, maintaining and organising aquatic facilities 
and will combine a guided tour, seminars/round tables 
and free time to visit the exhibition.

PROGRAMME FOR THURSDAY 17 NOVEMBER
2 pm - 4.15 pm > Seminars / round tables with a 
coffee break

4.15 pm - 7 pm > Free time to visit the exhibition

7 pm - 9 pm > Pool Vision and Showroom Academy 
awards ceremony during the late-night session

©Caliceo

Press partners:

Institutional partner:

Official partner:  

This special day and the Piscine Global exhibition offer an 
opportunity for leisure industry professionals to meet teams like ours 
in order to obtain advice as early on as possible in their projects. 
The exhibition is also a chance to discover a host of events and 
innovations dedicated to tourism and leisure establishments. For 
Zodiac, sponsoring the Tourism and Leisure Establishments’ Day 
enables us to get closer to the industry’s professionals and provide 
them with solutions in terms of both products and services alike.

PUBLIC AUTHORITIES’ DAYS

Two days will be dedicated specifically to Public Authorities: 17 & 
18 November. They are an opportunity for public pool managers 
to attend seminars and round tables on issues that concern 
them, to have discussions with fellow managers and to visit the 
Intercommunal Aquatic Centre (Lyon - St Fons – Vénissieux), which 
was rebuilt in compliance with the latest standards following a 
major fire.

PROGRAMME FOR THURSDAY 17 NOVEMBER
13h30 – 15h30 > Guided tour of the Intercommunal 
Auqatic Centre (Lyon - St Fons - Vénissieux)

4 pm - 7 pm > Free time to visit the exhibition

19h – 21h > Pool Vision and Showroom Academy 
awards ceremony during the late-night session

PROGRAMME FOR FRIDAY 18 NOVEMBER
9.45 am – 10.45 am > Seminar: new methods to 
attract more users to a public pool from within its area: 

11 am – 12.00 pm > Seminar: the new hygiene, air 
and water quality monitoring system

12 pm – 12.20 pm > Break with light buffet and drinks

12.20 pm – 1.20 pm > New training courses for 
swimming instructors and lifeguards

4 pm - 6 pm > Free time to visit the exhibition

©Xanadu

Official partner:

Maytronics decided to become the official partner of the 2016 Piscine 
Global Public Authorities’ Days in order to go and meet the sector 
professionals in the field. The public pools sector is a strategic growth 
area for Maytronics, and the department set up in 2011 has flourished 
over the past 5 years with a dedicated technical and sales team being 
set up at Maytronics France: “Meeting the market players enables us 
to pinpoint their precise needs and intentions at a very early stage, 
and to tailor our products and services as closely as possible to their 
requirements. It’s also a fantastic opportunity to showcase Maytronics to 
an international audience.”

Press partner:

Institutional partners:
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International delegations 
in attendance
At each edition, Piscine Global welcomes many 
delegations from around the world, reasserting its 
international drawing power.

In 2016, delegations from Senegal, Israel, Denmark, 
Martinique and Brazil are expected to come to Lyon to 
discover the exhibition, the latest trends and innovations, 
and to network with industry professionals. 

The Pool Summit
The Pool Summit is a unique event for the pool and spa 
sector: it gathers together several international federations 
in Lyon. It is very important for the industry and has 
no equivalent anywhere in the world. It aims to fosters 
constructive discussions on the activities and organisations 
of professionals from around the world.

Many federations will be attending Piscine Global, in 
particular:

• FPP (France), with 1033 members

• EUSA (Europe), which represents the 2nd largest market 
in the world after the USA, with 6 million pools*

• APSP (USA)

• BSW (Germany)

• ANAPP (Brazil)

• Piletas (Argentina)

• UHE (Turkey)

• PHTCC (Canada)

• ASOFAP (Spain)

Ambassadors
The exhibition’s ambassadors share 
their vision and knowledge of the sector. Their sound 
advice and recommendations can be found on the Piscine 
Global website!

Who are they?

Raimund Wurth – Austria 
CEO of RW Group Austria, a pool building firm

Henry Andersen – Denmark
CEO of LML Sport ApS

Nir Oz – Israel 
Managing Director of Nir Oz Managing LTP, a consultancy 
specialising in the construction and management of sports 
centres and pools

Andrey Balog – Russia
Journalist at Banbas magazine

Sandra Gjaic – Croatia 
Freelance journalist

Patrick Floquet – France 
Director of the Pierre Mendès-France aquatic centre

Raymond Leever – Netherlands 
Manager of LMCG

Pierre Girod – Switzerland 
CEO of Girod Piscines SA

 * EUSA study - 2014
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II. AN ABUNDANCE OF NEW PRODUCTS AND 
INNOVATIONS  

PRESENTED AT THE EXHIBITION

  An area for demonstrations in real-life conditions:  
the Piscine Water Tests

The Piscine Water Tests area is dedicated to demonstrating 
and showcasing products in real-life situations; it was 
developed to address the needs of an increasing proportion 
of visitors and exhibitors. The customised demonstration 
pools are a great solution to understand the advantages of 
the innovations presented in real-life situations.

This is the perfect opportunity to put leading-edge products 
in the spotlight and to win visitors over through technical 
training sessions or tests in real-life conditions.

Attend the product demonstrations proposed by: 

ENDLESS POOL 

STAND 4E128 
Our signature model lets your realise the dream of 
swimming at home. It is compact, temperature-controlled 
and fully customisable for indoor or outdoor use.

 

PROCOPI 

STAND 4H138 
Performance tests, comparative test benches:  
4 workshops to review the latest technologies (in real 
life situations) central to sustainable development.  
An extraordinary stand, not to be missed! 

ZODIAC  

STAND 4D122 
RT3200/ RT2100
Discover Zodiac 2017  
innovations and comprehensive  
ranges of pool equipment,  
designed for you.

© Endless Pool

II. 
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NEW PRODUCTS

CONSTRUCTION – INSTALLATION

ABP - STAND 6F110
ISI-MIROIR
Launch: 01.09.2016 / European premiere

ISI-MIROIR is an overflow-tank-channel 
designed to realize an overflow mirror 
pool. ISI-MIROR is designed to be 
installed in a new swimming pool or for 
the pool renovation.

DESJOYAUX PISCINES 
STAND 5B36
Mobipool 
Launch: 01.07.2016 / World premiere

This worldwide exclusivity guarantees a 
safe bathing in a natural environment. 
Enjoying pleasures of a swimming pool 
on unused areas becomes possible!

GARDIPOOL 
STAND 4D58 
INFINIT’EAU - The modular swimming pool by 
gardipool
Launch: 02.01.2015 / European premiere

The modular built-in swimming pool that 
can be easily and quickly installed.

PROCOPI 
STAND 4H138
Everybody into Pistoche!
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

Practical, solid, beautiful and very safe, 
the little Pistoche pool is an instant hit 
with small children and ensures peace 
of mind for the adults watching over 
them.  

  The industry’s latest new products & innovations are presented 
in the Piscine Innovations area, at the exhibition entrance

Piscine Innovations is an area devoted entirely to the latest trends in the pool and spa sector. 
Whether high-tech or eco-efficient, the most striking innovations on the market 
will be on display for you to discover.

AWARD  

WINNER
AWARD  

WINNER
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TECHNOPOOL 
STAND 5E74
TECHNOPOOL
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

Technopool reduces energy needs 
significantly and doesn’t need any 
chemical products for water purification. 

POOL AND EQUIPMENT
ACCESSORIES

ACIS-WELTICO 
STAND 4C96 
Easyled EVO
Launch: 02.11.2016 / European premiere

Extra-flat lighting fixture that is ideal for 
renovating a pool or to be fitted over an 
existing fixture, but also for pool tanks 
made of polyester, wood or panels. 

ALPHADIF 
STAND 5B18
ECOPROOF PAR56 LED LAMP
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

The PAR56 lamp Ecoproof by Seamaid 
is a universal PAR56 LED lamp equipped 
with a fully sealed cable connection 
chamber. 

AV COMPOSITES STAND 5E19
Floating sun bathing sunlounge
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

AV Composites is proud to present the 
first floating sun lounger that you can use 
on your terrace or in your pool alike.  

BOSS SOLAR 
STAND 5C92
RHINO RIGID SOLAR POOL HEATING PANEL 
Launch: 15.11.2016 / European premiere

Rhino panels are an easy to assemble 
and install, modular design, using new 
materials specifically formulated to 
withstand extreme conditions. 

BRIDGING CHINA INTERNATIONAL
STAND 5D12
NEW WAVE SERIES connected heat pump
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

A range of 5 heat pumps (from 12.5 to 
26 kW) with very attractive design. 
They can be controlled remotely with 
a Smartphone thanks to our dedicated 
App. 

DUNSTER HOUSE LTD 
STAND 4D31
POOL HEATER
Launch: 01.06.2016 / World premiere

Unique combination for pool heating 
and cooking your favourite recipes si-
multaneously. It is a perfect choice for 
relaxing and dining with the family and 
friends.

FAIRLAND ELECTRIC 
STAND 4H124
INVERTER PLUS HEAT PUMP
Launch: 01.08.2014 / World premiere

1st full inverter technology in pool heat 
pump industry.
 

FLUIDRA COMMERCIAL FRANCE
STAND 4E66 
Led Ligthing-LumiPlus PAR56 DC V1 & V2
Launch: 01.01.2017 / World premiere

The new range of LumiPlus LED 
lighting is the result of the advances 
made in LED technology to achieve 
an Improved energy efficiency and 
improved performance of lighting. 

ROC DE FRANCE 
STAND 5F38
U-shaped pool coping
Launch: 15.11.2016 / National premiere

U-shaped pool coping. 

AWARD  

WINNER
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PROTECTION AND SAFETY

AQUA COVER SA 
STAND 4G127 
COVER LOCK
Launch: 01.01.2017 / World premiere

Automatic safety lock which can be 
integrated during the construction or 
renovation of the pool.
 

Exterior Cube Solar
Launch: 01.01.2017 / World premiere

This is an above ground design 
mechanism, equipped with two solar 
panels for winding or unwinding the 
cover through solar energy. 

AQUA FERMETURES 
STAND 4H128
TWISTY
Launch: 01.12.2016 / National premiere

Twisty is an exclusive detachable and 
tubular motor system for bar-supported 
pool covers.

AXSOL 
STAND 6F78 
Ease of folding chair WheelAble 
Launch: 11.01.2016 / National premiere

WheelAble, a folding chair for inacces-
sible toilets and showers.

COVREX® POOL PROTECTION 
STAND 6B102
Covrex© Solar+ 
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

The Covrex® Solar+, a new 
polycarbonate cover is super resistant, 
due to a special structure we designed. 
The special Silver finishing will also give 
the pool a very modern look.  

NEXTPOOL 
STAND 4B114
NO STRESS
Launch: 16.05.2016 / World premiere

No Stress is a safety system that assists 
adults with the task of supervising 
children close to water.

SELFEEX
Launch: 01.12.2016 / World premiere

Selfeex is a safety device for hard pool 
covers, enabling them to be locked and 
unlocked automatically. 

POLLET POOL GROUP 
STAND 4H135
Anti-algae swimming pool cover
Launch: 01.05.2015 / European premiere

Experience a new dimension of care-
free enjoyment. Aquadeck®’s anti-algae 
pool covering fights algae formation. 
Less maintenance, more enjoyment. 

PROCOPI 
STAND 4H138
Revodeck automatic covers: excellent pool 
protection
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

Premium protection for beautiful 
pools, Revodeck combines protection, 
innovation and ergonomics.  

AWARD  

WINNER
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OUTDOOR-LIVING POOL 

PISCINE PLAGE 
STAND 5B14
VOILE PLAGE® (deck sun-shade sail)  

Launch: 09.09.2016 / National premiere

Voile plage® is removable, reliable, 
innovative and secure. It optimises the 
use of your bathing area. 

POOLSTAR 
STAND 5A18
COBRA
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

POOLSTAR, French leader of solar 
showers revolutionizes plastics showers 
with its latest model: the Cobra.    

ROC DE FRANCE 
STAND 5F38
BAIN DE SOLEIL « IBIZA »
Launch: 15.11.2016 / European premiere

Sun lounger made of ultra-high 
performance fibre-reinforced concrete.

WOOD 
STAND 4D74
WOOPY & SPOTY
Launch: 01.11.2016 / European premiere

Decorative features for the feet of your 
above-ground pool cover roller system.

MAINTENANCE

ACIS-WELTICO 
STAND 4C96 
Renovo-compatible pump
Launch: 03.01.2016 / World premiere

A patented pump which replaces most 
of the pump installed by the leading 
brands. Simply without intervention on 
hydraulic system. 

ASAMGO 
STAND 6G110
OFI
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

OFI is a luminous smart floating device 
that controls the water quality of your 
pool.   

ASCOMAT PISCINES VIRGINIA
STAND 4E40
PALBOX 
Launch: 03.01.2016 / National premiere

The Palbox is a complete, pre-assembled 
water filtration and treatment system 
designed to be installed inside a pool’s 
plant room.

AVADY POOL
STAND 4H98
Turboxy®

Launch: 20.02.2017 / National premiere

Probe for measuring the level of free 
chlorine in mg / l, the temperature and 
flow rate, affordable for private pools. 
Direct installation on the pipe DN 50 or 
63. Web connected object. 

DAVEY WATER PRODUCTS
STAND 4J126
PROGENIUS
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

Davey ProGenius combines with 
intelligence the functionality of an 
electrical box and of a salt water 
chlorinator for pools up to 115m3.  

AWARD  

WINNER

AWARD  

WINNER
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EOTEC – ECOSWIM
STAND 4D96
ECOSWIM+
Launch: 15.11.2016 / European premiere

Active oxygen treatment. 

FITT SPA 
STAND 6D91
The new swimming pool & SPA hose by Fitt
Launch: 15.11.2017 / World premiere

It is the new flexible spiral hose for pools 
that offers double protection, ensuring that 
mechanical stress and chemical damage 
are no longer an issue for retailers, 
installers and pool owners.  

FLUIDRA COMMERCIAL FRANCE
STAND 4E66
Salt chlorinators  
Launch: 01.03.2017 / World premiere

The new SEL BLUE & SEL BLUE EVO are 
a 100% AstralPool innovation.  

FLUVO SCHMALENBERGER
STAND 5C12
Pompe SMKc
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

Self-priming filtration pool pump type 
SMKc. 

GAFFEY TECHNICAL SERVICES LTD
STAND 5A32
Hyprolyser® iSEC
Launch: 01.09.2016 / European premiere

Safe, economical chlorination for 
commercial & residential pools. Using 
salt, water and electrical energy, the 
Hyprolyser® iSEC system produces 
a non-hazardous solution of sodium 
hypochlorite (<1% Cl2) on demand. 

GEMAS POOL TECHNOLOGY
STAND 4A108
FitValv - PVC ball valve
Launch: 01.01.2016 / World premiere

Gemas “Fitvalf” UPVC ball valve has 
a patented design. The handle of the 
valve can be used to screw/unscrew 
the unions of the valve! 

GEMAS POOL TECHNOLOGY
STAND 4A108
FILTEGRA - Filtre à sable monobloc
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

Domestic filter produced with a unique 
method, resulting a monoblock, 
gelcoated outer body, a transparent 
lid with lighting button on top!. 

HAYWARD POOL EUROPE
STAND 4G104
TriStar® VSTD 2CV
Launch: 01.01.2017 / European premiere 

Exceptional technical functionalities 
making it the best choice for 
people looking for excellence and 
performance. The variable speed 
makes it flexible and adaptable!. 

TriVac™ 700
Launch: 01.01.2017 / European premiere 

Discover clean on a whole new level.

HYDRALIANS 
STAND 4A104
POMPE RSII VSTD
Launch: 01.03.2016 / National premiere 

Variable-speed filtration pump, suitable 
for large pools (1.5 hp). Regulation of 
installation flow rates. Energy-efficient. 
Can be controlled remotely. Quiet.

KRIPSOL 
STAND 4G120
KSX Pro Series
Launch: 01.01.2017 / World premiere 

Self-priming pump for swimming pool 
Kripsol KSX Pro Series. 
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MARINER S3 FRANCE

STAND 6G85
PROLINER & PROLINER PLUS
Launch: 27.09.2016 / National premiere

The ideal cleaning robots for large pools 
and spas. 

NUFILTRATION 
STAND 6D54
The NUFilter
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

A simple, compact, efficient and 
affordable ultrafiltration unit for private 
pools, spa and jacuzzi’s. 

ONDILO 
STAND 4E20
ICO
Launch: 01.04.2017 / World premiere

ICO is an innovative solution reinventing 
pool care, monitors 24/7 water 
parameters, performs scientific data 
analysis to notify on mobile best 
recommendations to keep a clean and 
clear water. 

PENTAIR AQUATIC SYSTEMS
STAND 4F18
BlueFlo® & BlueFlo® Lite
Launch: 15.11.2016 / European premiere

Booster Pump for pressure-side pool 
cleaners. With the new Pentair BlueFlo 
Booster pump, pressure-side pool 
cleaning just go a whole lot more 
efficient, more cost effective and safer.

BlueFury® & BlueFury® Lite
Launch: 15.11.2016 / European premiere

Booster Pump for pressure-side pool 
cleaners. With the new Pentair BlueFlo 
Booster pump, pressure-side pool 
cleaning just go a whole lot more 
efficient, more cost effective and safer. 

POOL-I.D. GMBH 
STAND 4G148
PoolLab® 1.0 Photometer
Launch: 02.01.2017 / World premiere

PoolLab® 1.0 is a hand-held Photometer 
for the 4 most important pool parameters 
pH, Chlorine, Alkalinity and Cyanuric 
Acid. Bluetooth, Software, App and 
much more makes it special! 

POOL TECHNOLOGIE 
STAND 4G33
X_CELL
Launch: 01.06.2017 / European premiere

X_CELL a smaller universal chlorination 
cell developed for any kind of hydraulic 
connections 

POOLSTAR POOL PRODUCTS
STAND 6C109
AquaJack
Launch: 01.09.2016 / World premiere

AquaJack cleaner is a strong and 
powerful electric vacuum cleaner for 
swimming pools and spas, it picks up 
leaves, stones, tree fruits, hairs and dusts 
etc., it is with rechargeable batteries.

RIIOT LABS  
STAND 5A69
BLUE 
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

Blue by Riiot and its smartphone app 
help you look after your pool 24/7, 
even if you are away. 
No more uncertainty about what is 
happening in your pool.

SPECK PUMPEN 
STAND 5B06
Badu Profi-MK Eco VS
Launch: 27.09.2016 / World premiere

This pump is used for the circulation 
of swimming pool water through a 
filter system. It has a maintenance-
free construction with energy efficient 
synchronous compact drive. 

AWARD  

WINNER
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SYCLOPE ELECTRONIQUE 
STAND 6D92
ALTICE’O
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

ALTICE’O® analyzer/controller for 
public swimming pools enables: 
standard application, water quality 
and energy savings management, with 
intuitive handling (integrated Bluetooth).  

 

TUM PLASTIK  
STAND 4D34
12,5 HP Super Tufan Serie Nozbart 
Thermoplastique Pompe 
Launch: 31.10.2014 / World premiere

7,5hp-10hp-12,5hp nozbart self-
priming triphase thermoplastic water 
pumps with eccentric filter suitable for 
sea water, perfectly silent, excellent 
efficiency, great flow. 

UPWARD SALES LIMITED 
STAND 5E77
J10 Pool Cleaner + solar panel
Launch: 15.11.2016 / European premiere

Waterjet robotic cleaner for flat bottom 
pools. Patented FOCUS FLOW© suction, 
a break through in robotic pool cleaner 
design gives super suction. Optional 
solar panel. 

VDL HAPRO BV 
STAND 5F105
PURIQ UVC water purifier
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

VDL Hapro presents a brand new UVC 
water purifier named PURIQ. This state 
of the art purifier comes with latest 
techniques in UVC applications after 
careful research and development.

WINDWEST SAS 
STAND 5E62
OLIMPE
Launch: 01.05.2016 / National premiere

Olimpe is an electrolyser new generation 
that it operates with the natural 
conductivity of water. Olimpe operates 
with only 0.5 g salt / liter of water.

ZODIAC POOL CARE EUROPE
STAND 4D122
iQPUMP
Launch: 01.03.2017 / European premiere

The first connected pump for intuitive 
control from your smartphone.

TornaX RT 3200
Launch: 01.02.2017 / World premiere

Efficiency, pure and simple
1 - EFFICIENT FLOOR CLEANING
2 - LIGHTWEIGHT FOR EFFORTLESS 
HANDLING
3 - EASY-TO-CLEAN FILTE

SERVICES
 
LOGICIEL EXTRABAT 
STAND 4E96
Extrabat software - is getting serious 
Launch: 10.11.2016 / National premiere

Software that was imagined and 
developed by pool specialists for pool 
specialists. 
We look forward to show you how it 
works at our stand, Hall 4, aisle E96

TOUCAN PRODUCTIONS 
STAND 5B56
Floor display
Launch: 07.07.2016 / European premiere

Loaded and re-fed with the current 
little retail display, arranged on pallets 
80 x 40 cm with plasticized protection

AWARD  

WINNER

AWARD  

WINNER
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HEALTH / WELLNESS  

ASCOMAT PISCINES VIRGINIA
STAND 4E40
Cabine Hammam
Launch: 01.01.2017 / National premiere

This is a new concept of prefabricated 
cabins combining aluminium, glass and 
decorative panels.

ENDLESS POOLS STAND 4E128
Endless Pools® Fitness System E700
Launch: 01.03.2016 / European premiere

For a superior swim-in-place experience, 
look no further than Endless® Pools Fitness 
Systems E700. This Swim Machine 
is hydraulically powered to create a 
laminar current of up to 19,000 L.

 
POOLSTAR 
STAND 5A18
FIT’POOL
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

It is a small square above ground pool. 
It is a complete solution with filtration, 
water heating system and an aquabike 
included. It is an individuel fitness 
and therapy pool for everybody, to be 
assemble anywhere you want. 

INOBIKE 7
Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

INOBIKE 7: The unique aquabike with 
gearshift. Technological feat Inobike7 
will revolutionize the way of making 
aquabike by introducing for the first time 
ever a double propeller triggered by a 
gearshift system. 

USSPA 
STAND 5B110
Virgo iN
Launch: 21.10.2015 / World premiere

Virgo iN is the latest model of a new ge-
neration of private spa line USSPA. New 
award winning design accompanied by 
new smart technologies result in a greater 
comfort and ecological operation.

 SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 

MAINTENANCE

AELLO 

STAND 4A98
E.SWIM

Launch: 14.11.2016 / World premiere

The E.swim pool filtration pump 
combines three innovative technologies: 
speed variation, cooling without use of 
a fan, and an intuitive and connected 
user interface. 

EMAUX WATER TECHNOLOGY
STAND 4C84
SSCone

Launch: 01.11.2016 / World premiere

Salt chlorinator, automatic pH monitoring 
& dosing. 

KLEREO / FIRSTINNOV 
STAND 5A13
KOMPACT M1

Launch: 01.03.2017 / World premiere

Kompact M1 is a pool control and 
automation system that provide a better 
water quality and comfort of use. The 
internet allows you to organize your 
service activity.

LONZA WATER TREATMENT
STAND 4C66
hth® MAXITAB ACTION 5 EASY in water-soluble 
sachets

Launch: 30.03.2016 / National premiere

hth® innovates with the 1st chlorine tab 
in water-soluble sachet for a convenient 
and safe treatment of pool water. 

AWARD  

WINNER

AWARD  

WINNER
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POOL TECHNOLOGIE 
STAND 4G33
POOLSQUAD PRO LS

Launch: 01.03.2017 / European premiere

POOLSQUAD PRO LS includes LOW 
SALT technology. This eco-innovation 
divides by 3 the salt requirement. More 
eco-friendly, it is particularly suitable for 
pools that are corrosion sensitive. 

PROCOPI 
STAND 4H138
Aquareva Eurostar HF filtration pumps: 
economical and versatile

Launch: 15.11.2016 / World premiere

Eurostar HF pumps feature an advanced 
hydraulic design, yields far greater than 
the market average, and a multitude of 
practical features. 

ULTRA-BIO-OZONE
STAND 6C92
Filtration Block Ultra-Bio-Ozone®

Launch: 08.11.2016 / World premiere

Block Filtration stainless steel, 5 filtration 
elements for the highest quality water, 
decreasing the intake of chemical. 
Assembly without tools by tri-clamp 
fitting. 

UPWARD SALES LIMITED 
STAND 5E77
J10 Pool Cleaner - new suction power

Launch: 15.11.2016 / European premiere

Block Filtration stainless steel, 5 filtration 
elements for the highest quality water, 
decreasing the intake of chemical. Assembly 
without tools by tri-clamp fitting.

POOL & EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES 

ROTH FRANCE 

STAND 5D78
HelioPool

Launch: 01.01.2016 / European premiere

 Absorber HelioPool®:
- HDPE
- Weight = 14 kg
- Surface = 2,22m²
- Direct swimming pool heating
- Coextrusion: improved stability during 
climactic fluctuations

HEALTH / WELLNESS 

CALDERA SPAS 
STAND 4E128
Utopia™ Series Spas

Launch: 01.04.2016 / European premiere

A Caldera® wellness spa offers elegant, 
contemporary appeal that will enhance 
a living space and blend with its 
environment. 

Caldera Spas Completely 
Transforms Utopia Series Spas 
by Delivering Superior Design 
to Any Home 

VISTA, Calif., May 2016 – Caldera® Spas has re-imagined how a hot tub should look with a complete redesign 
of its popular Utopia™ Series, resulting in spas that are unlike any other hot tub on the market. A beautiful 
addition to any home, Utopia Series spas have been artfully crafted especially for design enthusiasts who 
regard aesthetics as essential to a life well-lived. The new spa series is elegant, inviting and undeniably 
unique. Extraordinary aesthetics are combined with the trusted performance and delivery of unparalleled 
wellness benefits Caldera Spas has been known for over the past 40 years.

The most striking change to the Utopia is the new Avante™ all-climate cabinetry that is as durable as it is 
enduring in its beauty. Avante means advance or go forward. It is a fitting name for a technical innovation in 
spa siding that is progressive and unmatched in its emotional appeal.
The contemporary, multi-dimensional design creates the sensation of fluid movement. The stunning 
Avante cabinet is made using long-strand fiber technology to deliver a high-strength exterior that is 
durable, resists rotting and is warrantied to not crack, split or chip. 

All four models within the Utopia Series – the Cantabria™, Geneva™, Niagara™ and Tahitian™ AMS – benefit 
from the comprehensive redesign. With a range of options that include six-, seven- and eight-person 
models, easy-to-use water care systems, and up to 74 relaxing, rejuvenating jets, there’s a Utopia spa right 
for most any household. The new Niagara spa now even offers “his” and “hers” EcstaSeats™ for maximum 
comfort and an elevated hydrotherapy experience. 
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ANNONAY PRODUCTIONS FRANCE
STAND 4D136
Hybrid bar cover: stylish and light for total 
safety!

AQUAVIA
STAND 4E122
Ergo cube: stylish and ergonomic

AZENCO
STAND 6B80
Telescopic enclosure in kit form 

CCEI
STAND 4D40
CCEI presents Plug-in-Pool on the internet

CRISTALIS
STAND 5C11
FLOVIL

DELIFOL
STAND 6C74
DLW Delifol

  Other new products and innovations  
spotted at exhibitors’ stands
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DIFFAZUR
STAND 4D48
AQUAPARC: the department dedicated to public 
swimming pools

ESPA
STAND 5F18
ESPA presents its new range of swimming pool 
products

EXCEL PISCINE 

STAND 4J116
Riverso model

FABISTONE
STAND 5A24
Velluto

FILTRINOV
STAND 4E34
GS14/25 all-in-one built-in filtering wall

FLUIDRA COMMERCIAL FRANCE
STAND 4E66
Deckwell
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GENERATION PISCINE 

STAND 4G80
“AURON” model 

HANNA INSTRUMENTS
STAND 5B96
Security Pool Plus

Communiqué de presse
04/2016

Contact :
HANNA instruments France
Parc d'Activités des Tanneries
1 rue du Tanin - BP 133 - LINGOLSHEIM
67833 TANNERIES CEDEX
Tél. : 03 88 76 91 88 - Fax : 03 88 76 58 80
E-Mail : info@hannainstruments.fr
Internet : www.hannainstruments.fr
Contacts presse :
Sabine Hebting - 03 88 76 25 44

SECURITY POOL PLUS, UN SYSTÈME DE DÉSINFECTION DE L’EAU,
PRATIQUE, ÉCONOMIQUE, UNIQUE !

Fabricant de rayonnement mondial de l’instrumentation physico-chimique et analytique, spécialiste de la mesure de 
la qualité de l’eau, HANNA instruments présente son nouveau système de régulation et de dosage destiné aux spas 
et piscines résidentielles.

Une solution tout en un 

Security Pool Plus associe dans une même entité 2 régulateurs et 2 pompes 
doseuses, commandés par une électrode pH/rédox/température 
combinée numérique, d’une conception unique.

Elle mesure simultanément le pH, le rédox et la température. 
Elle est munie d’une entrée différentielle protégeant les 
capteurs des interférences d’autres câbles et des courants 
parasites assurant ainsi longévité, précision et stabilité de 
mesure. L’électrode se branche sur l’instrument à l’aide d’un 
connecteur  DIN : terminés les raccordements de fils ; une 
maintenance, un remplacement sont simples et rapides.

Le boîtier Security Pool Plus  comprend :
• 2 régulateurs double seuil, le premier convertissant le 

signal en pH, le second en rédox
• 2 pompes doseuses péristaltiques à dosage 

proportionnel dynamique, la première assurant 
l’injection de neutralisant pH, la seconde assurant le 
dosage du chlore.

Outre son design novateur, Security Pool Plus offre toutes les 
fonctionnalités inhérentes à une désinfection haute performance :
• efficacité énergétique, un instrument pour le contrôle du pH et du 

chlore
• économie de produits chimiques grâce à une optimisation des temps 

d’amorçage
• simplicité de fonctionnement, facilité de montage
• débits réglables selon la taille des bassins
• moteurs silencieux, résistants et à rendement élevé
• étalonnages automatiques, mémorisation des dernières données d’étalonnage et valeurs de l’électrode (offset 

et pente), alerte en cas de trop forte déviation de l’électrode (étalonnage suspendu)
• mémorisation automatique des mesures à une cadence de 10 secondes, avec possibilité de sauvegarde via port 

USB.

Conscient des nouvelles contraintes économiques et écologiques du secteur (nouvelles normes, nouveaux 
comportements écoresponsables, nouvelles attentes en matière de réduction des coûts…), HANNA instruments offre 
une des meilleures solutions dans le domaine, tant pour la création de projets que pour le marché de la rénovation.HISBALIT 

STAND 6G79
SAFE SWIM SIGNS, non-slip, photoluminescent 
mosaic signalling

INTEX
STAND 4F48
Graphite pool

JOYONWAY ELECTRONICS  
& TECHNOLOGY
STAND 6H104

LINOV
STAND 5A24
New range of liners

LOGYLINE
STAND 4H29
Logyconcept3D   
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MONDIAL PISCINE
STAND 4F24
Chron’Ô, Mondial Piscine’s counter-current 
swimming system, designed in collaboration 
with Laure Manaudou

OASE
STAND 5C27
BLUE LAGOON PC/600/BL003 and BLUE SKY 
PC/600/B002. 

OXYMATIC
STAND 6C74
Oxymatic Smart automatic treatment system

 

POOL-I.D. GMBH
STAND 4G148
PoolLab® 1.0 Photomètre 

RP INDUSTRIES
STAND 5A24
Stylish, ergonomic, durable steel stairs  from 
Soleo

SCP EUROPE
STAND 4H114
Inverter
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SUNRISE SPAS
STAND 6B92
Dream Maker Spas 

TEDDINGTON FRANCE
STAND 5E12
Ikaria

IKARIA
Pompe à chaleur piscine

Profiter de sa piscine du printemps a l’automne, et même 
en hiver pour les bassins couverts, est un rêve qui devient 
réalité avec la pompe à chaleur TEDDINGTON. 
Ce rêve devenu réalité, le jardin doit rester ce havre de paix 
que l’on a tant désiré – la pompe a chaleur TEDDINGTON 
est si silencieuse, qu’elle saura se faire oublier et vous pourrez 
ainsi vous prélasser tranquillement sur votre plage.

Elégante

La PAC IKARIA est constituée d’un élégant châssis blanc 
crème, au design sobre et moderne. Elle est dotée de  
raccordements en eau par l’arrière blancs également, pour 
une intégration parfaite dans son environnement et une 
grande discrétion. 

Puissante et efficace

Avec son échangeur de chaleur de dernière génération, 
son compresseur haut de gamme, et son détendeur  
thermostatique, la PAC IKARIA ne consomme que 1 kW 
d’électricité pour plus de 5,6 kW de chauffage restitués 
dans l’eau de la piscine, soit un COP 5,6, soit un des meilleurs 
de sa catégorie.
C’est le fluide frigorigène R410A, le plus puissant et le 
plus efficace que TEDDINGTON a choisi pour construire 
la pompe à chaleur toutes saisons, ce fluide est également 
plus respectueux de l’environnement.

WATERFORM
STAND 6D102
Waterform
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AQUAFITNESS FESTIVAL 
Demonstrations of fitness and exercise 

products in real-life situations

This area stages demonstrations of fitness products used 
in pools, which play an important role in promoting 
public pools today. These products will be shown in 
actual conditions of use.

Official suppliers of the Aquafitness 
Festival:

LAGHETTO                       
The company Piscine Laghetto is a leader of patented products 
from 1974, the result of quality, of technology and of the great 
Italian design in swimming pools and wellness industry. Piscine 
Laghetto, which has developed into international subsidiaries 
in Europe and in the US, is present in France for more than 25 
years in Saint-Cannat, Aix-en-Provence. In the Show of Lyon, 
Piscine Laghetto exposes the new homedesign line with POP!, 
Playa and Dolcevita. The company also shows the recent 
models of sauna and steam rooms for wellness professional 
use. All the products are visible on www.piscinelaghetto.com.

HAYWARD
For 50 years, Hayward is recognised as a world leader in 
residential and commercial pool equipment thanks to its wide 
and innovative range of products.

Hayward is the only pool equipment manufacturer offering a 
complete range of pumps.

SHOWROOM ACADEMY   

A unique setting to help pool 
specialists optimise the layout of 
their showrooms and boost their 
sales.

The Showroom Academy assists pool specialists with 
optimising the layout of their outlets, the objective being 
to drive sales.

NEW FOR THE 2016 EDITION: the “Café des 
pisciniers”! This area is dedicated to discussions and 
networking, and will also host workshops & seminars.

List of exhibitors participating in the Showroom Academy:

ANNONAY PRODUCTIONS FRANCE – Stand 4D136 – 
Showroom furniture
CCEI – Stand 4D40 – Three-sided aluminium display stand 
for the Meteor set
FPP – Stand 4E10 – Propiscine seal of approval display 
stand
KLEREO/ FIRSTINNOV – Stand 5A13 –  Kompact M1
PROCOPI – Stand 4H138 & 5D102 – Furniture to display 
treatment products and Climexel 360° Immersive Technology 
point-of-sale material

TOUCAN PRODUCTIONS – Stand 5B56 – Point-of-sale 
material designed to be placed on the floor

III. EXHIBITION HIGHLIGHTS  
TO MEET THE INDUSTRY’S  

EXPECTATIONS

AQUAFITNESS FESTIVAL PARTICIPANTS
Time 15 Nov 2016 16 Nov 2016 17 Nov 2016 18 Nov 2016

10 am -12 pm Cardi’eau - 6F96 Cardi’eau - 6F96 Waterform - 6D10 Waterform - 6D10

1:30 pm -3:30 pm Velaqua - 6H106 Velaqua - 6H106

4 pm - 6 pm Poolstar - 4H39
Waterflex - 4A18

Poolstar - 4H39
Waterflex - 4A18

III. 
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    POOL VISION   

The showcase for the most 
beautiful pool development  
and construction projects

Visit the Pool Vision exhibition, showcasing the most 
beautiful pool development and construction projects 
and highlighting their remarkable features: construction 
techniques, water treatment, fittings, liners, aesthetics, 
etc. This is the place to discover the latest trends and to 
tap into the creativity displayed by pool builders and 
architects! During the exhibition, the third edition of the 
Pool Vision competition will award prizes to the most 
outstanding pools from all over the world. 

Organised in collaboration with the Archi-Europe 
Group, Pool Vision will shine the spotlight on the 
creativity and technical skills architects put into designing 
extraordinary pools!

In partnership with 

With the participation of

  

 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL RESIDENTIAL POOL

DEEP BLUE
Holger Mauerer Architekt BDA BSW

GERMANY

  THE MOST BEAUTIFUL TOURISM AND 
LEISURE POOL

LES SOURCES DU HAUT PLATEAU
107 ARCHITECTURE

FRANCE

  THE MOST BEAUTIFUL PUBLIC POOL

NOORDERPARKBAD
de Architekten Cie.

NETHERLANDS
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  THE MOST BEAUTIFUL RENOVATED POOL

SPORTS CENTRE LEONBERG
4A Architekten

GERMANY

 JURY’S APSP FAVOURITE
Selective Designs

USA

         

  THE MOST INNOVATIVE POOL

VILLA MQ
OOA | Office O architects

BELGIUM

SPEED MEETINGS 
A business meeting 
organisation service

In 2014, Piscine Global launched a business meeting 
organisation service designed to help you meet more 
new contacts and maximise your business opportunities.
The 30-minute Speed Meetings put visitors in touch with 
exhibiting suppliers that can meet their needs.
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IV. PISCINE GLOBAL UNVEILS ITS NEW BRAND: 
WORLD PREMIERE

Piscine Global is entering 
a new era…
On the occasion of the 2016 Piscine Global exhibition 
at Lyon-Eurexpo, the network of professional  exhibitions 
for the pool and spa industry is undergoing a revolution.

This is a real turning point for the network, whose first 
exhibition was launched more than 35 years ago, as 
it takes on a new dimension to continue meeting the 
expectations of a market it knows inside-out.

With its new network organisation, new look, new 
graphic style and new visual identity, Piscine Global 
is officially unveiling its new look and ambitions for the 
future.

“Lifestyle” is the watchword of tomorrow’s pool and spa 
projects, and this trend provided strong inspiration for 
Piscine Global’s new look.

This new brand image will be premiered 
exclusively on 15 November during 
the launch of the exhibition, and at the 
Piscine Global stand at the heart of the 
show!
STAND G6A18 !

www.piscine-global.com
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AQUAFINESSE  

STAND 4E114  / 10 YEARS 

ALPHADIF  

STAND 5B18  / 10 YEARS 

BOSS SOLAR 

STAND 5C92 / 25 YEARS

CALDERA SPAS 

STAND 4E128 / 40 YEARS 

DESJOYAUX PISCINES 

STAND 5B36 / 50 YEARS

DOM COMPOSIT 

STAND 4H104 / 30 YEARS

HEXAGONE 

STAND 4G40 / 30 YEARS

HYDRALIANS 

STAND 4A104 / 50 YEARS

L’ACTIVITE PISCINE 

STAND 5A06 /  

18 YEARS + 100TH ISSUE

L’EAU BIEN-ÊTRE 

STAND 4F102 / 10 YEARS

PISCINES MAGILINE 

STAND 5C06 / 22 YEARS

POOLSTAR  

STAND 5A18/4H39 / 10 YEARS 

POOL TECHNOLOGIE 

STAND 4G33 / 25 YEARS

WPI 

STAND 4F102 / 10 YEARS

V. CELEBRATING MILESTONES  
DURING PISCINE GLOBAL 2016V. 
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ABRIS SOKOOL    G6A12
ALIAXIS UI -FIP    4D105
AMERICAN HYDROTHERAPY SYSTEMS 4E128
ANNONAY PRODUCTIONS FRANCE 4D136
AQUA COVER SA   4G127
AQUAVIA SPA    4E122
AQUILUS PISCINES   G6A31
ASCOMAT PISCINES VIRGINIA 4E40
BEHNCKE GMBH   4F74
BORDAS-UVGERMI   6D96
BSPOOL    4F56
CALDERA SPAS   4E128
CCEI     4D40
CHEMOFORM AG   4E48
CRISTALIS    5C11
DAVEY WATER PRODUCTS  4J126
DEL     4E48
DELIFOL    6C74
DESJOYAUX PISCINES  5B36
DIFFAZUR PISCINES   4D48
DOM COMPOSIT   4H104
EICHENWALD GMBH + CO KG 4F74
ENDLESS POOLS   4E128
EOTEC - ECOSWIM   4D96
FLEXINOX POOL   4F56
FLUIDRA    4E66
FMP     4C103
GACHES CHIMIE SPECIALITES   4D116/6D84
GRANDO GMBH   4F74
HAYWARD POOL EUROPE  4G104
HEXAGONE MANUFACTURE SAS 4G40
HISBALIT MOSAICO   6G79
HOTSPRING    4E128
HSB FRANCE SAS   6J90
IDEGIS     4D82
IML INDUSTRIAS MECANICAS LAGO 4G96

LAHME HUGO   4F74
LONZA WATER TREATMENT  4C66
LOVIBOND WATER TESTING  4G48
MASTER SPAS    6C80
MAYTRONICS                           4C52/4C58 
MEDIESTER PISCINES   4G14
MTH PRODUCTION   4F74
NEXTPOOL    4B114
NORDIQUE FRANCE- TYLO  4C40
OASE AUTOMATIC POOL COVERS 5C27
PAHLEN AB    5D06
PENTAIR AQUATIC SYSTEMS  4F18
PERAQUA PROFESSIONAL WATER GMBH 4G89
PISCINE LAGHETTO   5B82
PISCINES GROUPE GA  4A99
POOL TECHNOLOGIE  4G33 
PRAT POLIESTER PISCINES  5F22
PROCOPI    4H138
PURE CHLORE    4G34
REGUL’ ELECTRONIQUE  6A98
RENOLIT FRANCE   4F66
REVIGLASS    6G102
SACI PUMPS    4F56
SALINS DU MIDI   4D113
SCP EUROPE    4H114
SOLIDPOOL TOUT POUR L’EAU 4H113
SORODIST    4C48
SPA PROCOPI    5D102
SPECK PUMPEN   5B06
SWAN     6E72
SYCLOPE ELECTRONIQUE  6D92
USSPA     5B110
WA CONCEPTION   4F40
WATERCO FRANCE   4C106
WOOD    4D74
ZODIAC POOL CARE EUROPE 4D122 

The Majors’ Club brings together more than 70 of the world’s leading pool and spa manufacturers. They 
have been regular exhibitors at Piscine Global since its creation, must have been in existence for at least 
20 years, and their head office must be in Europe.

Meet them at the exhibition!

THE MAJORS’ CLUB:
WHO ARE THEY?
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VI. STAY CONNECTED 
TO PISCINE GLOBAL!

WEBSITE, SOCIAL MEDIA, BLOG

Stay connected throughout the 2016 edition of Piscine Global and share your 
impressions of the exhibition, its highlights and its exhibitors on:  
WWW.PISCINE-EXPO.COM

@PISCINEGLOBAL
To share your impressions of the show with our 2600 followers, find practical 
information, and get the latest news on the network and the sector throughout the 
year.

WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/GROUPS/PISCINE-GLOBAL-
SWIMMING-POOL-SPA-5190788
The network of pool and spa professionals meets in this dedicated group to foster 
discussions and networking.

WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/PISCINEPOOLSHOW
Footage from the exhibition, interviews with the participating exhibitors and all 
the reports can be streamed on YouTube, giving you the chance to relive this 
unmissable event.

BLOG.PISCINE-EXPO.COM
Editorial articles on the pool and spa market are published throughout the year. 
Trends, new high-tech equipment, eco-friendly pools, key figures, etc.: follow the 
blog to stay in touch with the sector’s latest news.

VI. 
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VII. PRACTICAL INFORMATION
ACCESS, TIMES, VENUES, HOSPITALITY SERVICE

FROM TUESDAY 15  TO FRIDAY 18 NOVEMBER 2016
EUREXPO
Boulevard de l’Europe – 69680 Chassieu 
+33 (0)4 72 22 33 44 
www.piscine-expo.com

EXHIBITION OPENING TIMES
Exhibitors: from 8 am to 7 pm 
Visitors: from 9 am to 6 pm 
Except Thursday 17 November: open until 9 pm

OFFICIAL PARTNER
French Federation of Pool Professionals

NEW IN 2016  
ORGANISE YOUR TRIP WITH THE HOSPITALITY SERVICE

• The hospitality service is on hand to help visitors prepare their trip to the exhibition and their stay in Lyon.

• Located at the heart of the hall (the exact location will be specified soon),  
the hospitality service will be available to answer all your questions and help you make the most of your time in 
Lyon.

GL events Exhibitions is the GL events group 
unit dedicated to organising exhibitions and major 
international fairs. GL events is one of France’s three 
leading exhibition organisers, positioning itself as a 
specialist both in the market sectors in which it operates 
and in its specific core business line. It has a portfolio 

of more than 150 exhibitions spread evenly across the 
major economic sectors: food and catering industry, 
fashion and textiles, industry, construction, sport and 
leisure, home and interior design, environment, auto, 
trade and distribution. In 2015, GL events Exhibitions 
generated €942m in turnover.

VII. 
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APPENDIX
PROGRAMME OF SEMINARS

MEZZANINE No.2, 1ST FLOOR

Every day, experts will give talks on technical and marketing topics related to your profession. These 
seminars will enable you to take stock of the market and optimise your business.
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NOTES 
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NOTES 



Press contacts:
>  Agency Bonne Réponse + 33 (0)4 72 40 54 10

Nataly Joubert + 33 (0)6 35 07 96 99
n.joubert@bonne-reponse.fr 

Marie Tissier + 33 (0)6 15 39 59 65
m.tissier@bonne-reponse.fr 


